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Landair – Upgrade High Availability Transportation and logistics 

 

Use Case 
Consolidate direct attached storage 
islands and reduce management 
headaches 

COMPANY OVERVIEW 

Landair has been helping manufacturing and distribution businesses with their 
transportation and logistics needs throughout the United States since 1981. 
Headquartered in Greeneville, Tennessee, the full-service transportation and 
logistics firm helps its clients solve problems using a wide range of supply 
chain management solutions.  

The company’s track and trace services include transportation and third-party 
logistics. Fortune 500 clients like Sonoco, Lowe’s, and John Deere count on 
Landair’s technology infrastructure to support these services 24x7.  

The Landair IT department plays a critical role in enabling the operations team 
to deliver the world-class transportation, warehousing and distribution 
services their clients have come to expect.  

Chris Dolese, Director of IT at Landair for the last 15 years, is responsible for 
overseeing all aspects of the organization’s technology infrastructure. Dolese 
and his team manage 32 virtualized servers, which support a network of over 
200 users. 

CHALLENGES  

As the transportation and logistics firm’s business needs continued to grow, 
the existing storage infrastructure was reaching the end of its useful life and 
needed to be phased out. Although the current IT set-up met the company’s 
needs, the legacy solution had become too time-consuming to manage, cost-
prohibitive to scale-up, and increasingly more expensive to maintain. Landair 
did not want to expand its IT staff, so they needed a solution that was easy to 
implement and manage, with low, predictable costs.  

Landair decided to upgrade its primary data backend with a unified storage 
system that could support both block- and file-level storage arrays across NFS 
and iSCSI networks, with out-of-the-box functionality. This turnkey solution 
also had to be certified to work with Citrix Xen, the virtualization platform 
powering Landair’s service infrastructure.  

Dolese, an evangelist of open-source technology adoption, wanted to explore 
Open Storage alternatives that might be less expensive to scale in the future. 
He also wanted enterprise features -- like high-availability and unlimited 
snapshots -- without overspending on proprietary hardware and software. 

 

 

 

 

Requirement 
Unified enterprise storage – a single 
storage solution with support for 
block- and file-level storage across 
multi-network protocols 

 

Solution 
Upgrade and centralize primary 
storage with Pogo’s 
StorageDirector Z HA Cluster 

“We’re growing. With that comes 
volumes of data, a trend that is not 
going to slow down. We needed a 
storage solution that met our 
requirements for flexibility and 
scalability. Nexenta and Pogo 
provided just that, all on a 
reasonable budget.” 
  
Chris Dolese 
IT Director 
Landair 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NexentaStorTM + HA Cluster 

 Pogo StorageDirector HA 
Cluster SAN solution deployed 
is a Nexenta pre-tested and 
pre-configured certified 
solution  

 NexentaStor™ Enterprise Gold 
24TB  

 Nexenta™ HA cluster licensed 
feature  

 Dual Intel Xeon 5600 Series 
2.13GHz CPUs  

 48GB DDR3 1333MHz ECC reg. 
memory  

 Seagate Constellation 2TB 
7200 RPM SAS  

 Intel 10GigE dual-port 
network adapter 
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Logistics Transportation Firm Selects 

Pogo Storage and Nexenta to 

Upgrade High-Availability 

Infrastructure. 

SOLUTION 

To meet this storage challenge, Landair partnered with open storage vendor and 
ZFS expert Pogo Storage, a Nexenta Premium Partner. Pogo suggested their 
StorageDirector HA Cluster SAN, an integrated hardware and software solution that 
fit the transportation and logistics firm’s needs: functionality and price. This 
solution, powered by NexentaStor Enterprise and backed by Pogo’s expert personal 
support, easily met Landair’s data requirements.  

The Pogo StorageDirector HA Cluster is a pre-certified solution with optimized 
hardware, tuned specifically for performance and availability by the experts at Pogo 
and Nexenta. The system features two file nodes connected to an expansion JBOD, 
providing redundant data paths. In the event one node fails, the second node picks 
up the workload, ensuring the continuation of operations. 

As a full-service transportation and logistics firm, Landair must be able to deliver 
uninterrupted, 24x7 data access to its drivers and clients. The Nexenta HA cluster 
licensed feature enabled Landair’s IT management team to maintain around-the-
clock transportation services while lowering their storage acquisition cost 
(compared with legacy HA technologies.)  

Landair’s Open Storage HA cluster solution came in at one-quarter of the cost of a 
legacy closed-platform solution. 

BUSINESS BENEFITS 

Once the Pogo solution was deployed at Landair, system management became 
automated and maintenance was low-touch, requiring fewer dedicated personnel 
to oversee the data storage solution. Below are just a few of the business value 
benefits experienced by Landair’s IT department:  

 Open Storage - NexentaStor’s Open Storage functionality is much more 
flexible than the previous legacy storage, without concern about vendor-
lock in. IT Director Dolese knew that storage expansion would also be easy 
to deploy, and price-predictable 

 Effortless Deployment - With a Nexenta certified solution, Landair was 
able to deploy a turnkey Pogo Storage SAN in hours, not weeks. By 
delivering a faster time-to-value, Dolese was able to focus his team’s 
resources on higher business priorities, rather than spending precious time 
trying to build a SAN 

 Storage for Virtualization - As a Citrix-ready solution on the hardware 
certified list (HCL), Landair’s IT department was able to create a single NFS 
share using bonded 10GigE Ethernet links. 


